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**Grains de cendre**, by Yvonne Loriod (1946)

I. Surrealist wordplay on the words ‘aile’ (wing) and ‘ciel’ (sky) – important words drawn from moments in Messiaen's *Harawi*.

II. Longing for the loved one, featuring a play of possessive pronouns, ‘my mine’, ‘my yours’. More surrealism: ‘you are born of my powder’.

III. Despairing images on the impossibility of the union. ‘You are where I have no entry’; ‘the path disappears when you approach’; ‘my only ticket is for death’.

IV. A ‘ naïve’ fantasy, in childlike grammar: ‘You, there. Me, there. That’s all’.

V. More surrealist imagery, playing with the images of a mountain (‘mont’), a spring [of water] (‘source’), a poppy seed (‘pavot’), and the sky (‘ciel’).

VI. The singer spells out the phrase ‘Je t’aime’ (I love you) letter by letter, including the apostrophe.

VII. The singer addresses the ‘beloved’: ‘when we become one, will we only need one cloak? One sandal? One fruit? Yes.’

VIII. The longest and most elaborate song, it begins with musical wordplay, assigning characters to syllables of solfège (ré, mi, fa, sol, etc.). Then, the singer effuses on the words sky (‘ciel’) and circle (‘cercle’), addressing her love and recalling some of the thematic motifs from earlier in the cycle.

**Harawi: chants d’amour et de la mort**, by Olivier Messiaen (1945)

I. *La ville qui dormait, toi*. The lovers lie on a flowery bank; deep at midnight, the town sleeps, you.

II. *Bonjour toi, colombe verte*. [He sings:] Good morning green dove, you of flower, of heaven, of water.

III. *Montagnes*. The rugged mountain peaks of the Andes: violet-red, black on black.

IV. *Doundou tchil*. He performs a vigorous courtship dance; his ankle-bells jingle, *doundou tchil*.

V. *L’amour de Piroutcha*. Piroutcha sings to her lover: rock your little one in your green arms. [He replies:] cut off my head. Our breaths, blue and gold. Love, death.

VI. *Répétition planétaire*. Planets turn and swirl in a dark chaotic universe: vortex, black echo of time.

VII. *Adieu*. Farewell green dove, you of night, of fruit, of day. Two-voiced love potion, shared shadow. Farewell, mirror without breath of love, forever.

VIII. *Syllabes*. Dancing out grief for the lost beloved. The double violet will redouble, far, low.

IX. *L’escalier redit, gestes du soleil*. Stairway retold, sun gestures, water, time, heaven, my fruit, share of darkness.

X. *Amour oiseau d’étoile*. Star-bird, your singing eye, towards the stars, your head falling under the sky.

XI. *Katchikatchi les étoiles*. Grasshopper, make the stars dance, the atoms, ants, arrows, twofold silence.

XII. *Dans le noir*. In the dark, green dove, limpid pearl. Very far, very low, the town sleeps...
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